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When negotiations stall, the threat of a mutually expensive strike 
often motivates parties to make concessions. But when a strike 
is impossible or illegal, final-offer arbitration—where the judge 
must side with one party—can be an effective motivator. The 
tradeoff between making a more moderate offer to appeal to the 
judge and remaining stubborn to maximize one’s potential win 
can be analyzed by modeling the conflict as a two-person game. 

With some background in game theory (e.g. the minimax 
theorem, Nash equilibrium) we will look at the Brams-Merrill 
model of final-offer arbitration and the surprising and somewhat 
paradoxical result: playing optimally simultaneously prevents and 
promotes agreement. We will then explore more recent work 
extending this game to the multi-issue setting, the non-zero sum 
setting and the multi-player case. Throughout, we’ll see how a 
geometric interpretation of the problem facilitates understanding 
of the best strategy. 
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